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I was blown away by the completeness
of the course. It provides incredible
richness and the missing keys.
As a prediabetic, I knew about healthy eating through the diabetic eating plan. However,
I often made last-minute decisions and ate poorly. Andrea’s unique course has given
me the missing keys to move forward with sustainable, healthy eating. Insightful
personality profiles identified my eating instincts (such as plan ahead or go day-by-day;
and eat three main meals or “graze”). And, I now have pragmatic tools for thinking out
meal options ahead of time and ensuring that I have ingredients on hand, as well as
tricks for healthy eating “on the run”. There is also lots of useful course material, and
Andrea encouraged us to focus first on our top one or two priorities for manageable
change. At 56 years of age, I finally feel that I have the awareness and tools to
substantially improve my eating and overall health.
A.R., Ottawa

Had I not joined this course I would have struggled with being rudderless with no
focus, low energy, and mindless eating. Andrea is an excellent teacher and
motivator. This is not just a course, it is a nutrition club with lifetime access to
mentorship, support, and connections with other people in similar situations.
I am proud to say I was in the first group of participants to take the Pursuit of
Healthiness Course, and I am so glad I did. I signed up for the course because I am
just starting menopause and have been gaining some weight coupled with feeling
sluggish and I wanted to get into healthier, balanced regime. I have watched several
family members struggle with weight gain all my life. Growing up my mother was
always on diets and would cook a separate diet meal for herself that was different than
what she fed us as a family. I never wanted to go down that path. I also hadn't been
eating well as I was tending to sick family members and so I would eat lots of comfort
food and grab quick options on my way to hospital visits.
When I saw the Pursuit of Healthiness course offered a practical approach to eating that
didn't expect me to be perfect and certainly wasn't a diet I knew it was the right fit for
me. This course allowed me to focus on something positive for myself. The greatest
benefit I've received is my awareness of science, portion sizes and how to balance my
meals and snacks throughout the day to minimize mindless munching (and it's rubbing
off on my boyfriend too!). I’m not beating myself up when I indulge in my soulful fatty fat
foods because I am adding nutritious options with it.

The course is full of simple ideas and
guidelines that you can incorporate into
your lifestyle. And the recipes!!! There are
so many yummy recipes to try. The bonus
materials that are available through this
course are outstanding.
Andrea is an excellent teacher and motivator. Her enthusiasm is contagious and she
made the course fun. It was also great to be able to connect and receive
encouragement with Andrea and our group on the support webinars and in our private
Facebook group.
Had I not joined this course I would have struggled with being rudderless with no focus,
low energy, and mindless eating. I would have eaten my way through the grief of losing
three family members in less than a year and likely joined many of my family members
who have struggled with weight issues. This is not just a course, it is a nutrition club
with lifetime access to mentorship, support, and connections with other people in similar
situations. I am so glad I signed up for the changes I am making will become my new
norm.
Lorri Lawrence

You could tell the amount of time and effort Andrea put into this comprehensive
course based on the content and the delivery.
As someone interested in health and fitness, I jumped at the chance to take Andrea's
course since I had seen her a number of years ago as a client and have been receiving
her newsletters for years. She always has practical advice and given nutrition can be
confusing and overwhelming, I was able to revisit how much I thought I knew and what
areas I can improve on.
You could tell the amount of time and effort Andrea put into this comprehensive course
based on the content and the delivery. Each module had a number of lessons and each
had both video sessions and supporting materials to follow along. I really liked that she
released the modules one at a time as this gave me time to go through them, but at the
same time, kept me on track as I am a bit of procrastinator. I also like that we have
unlimited access to the materials to go back and review them as needed.
One of the things I appreciated was that Andrea didn't tell us there was only one way
to do something. Instead the course provided overall strategies and then Andrea
answered questions in our members area and live chat sessions to help provide
specific advice. After taking this course I now appreciate the benefit of
experimenting, since this allows you to pay attention to how you feel and not be so
mindless when you are eating. I now don't underestimate the value of planning ahead
(even if it is only one day at a time which is what works for me).

I also have a better understanding of
portion sizes and that when it comes to
weight management, more pounds are lost
in the kitchen than in the gym. Lastly, it is
great to be part of a community that doesn't
eliminate soulful foods chosen for taste and
enjoyment (after all life is too short to note
enjoy every day - and that includes what
you eat).
Nicole Heuer

Andrea's approach, non-judgemental support and course materials are a nononsense way of thinking and learning to have a much better relationship with
food.
As someone who has had struggles with food most of my life I've found the Pursuit of
Healthiness course has really helped me settle the "noise" in my head around food.
I've learned to change the way I think about certain foods, have added those "forbidden
foods" back to my diet and am learning how to not stress about slip-ups and enjoy
eating again. I forgot what butter tasted like.
Andrea's approach, non-judgemental support and course materials are a no-nonsense
way of thinking and learning to have a much better relationship with food. You work at
your own pace to complete the modules and there is no pressure to be where everyone
else is. The material is very helpful to work through your own personal struggles and is
well laid out and easy to follow. Having a lifetime access is great as you can go back
and refer to the information anytime. For me, I'm on a journey not a race.
I've gained so much more confidence in my food choices. I’m enjoying food more,
cooking more and accepting life challenges without using food as a crutch. If I hadn't
made the decision to take this course I would still be trapped in my poor choices and
allowing all that " negative noise" to control my eating habits. I'm moving in a more
positive direction.
Thanks so much Andrea for your support
Joanne MacDonald

I could write an essay on how good
this course is! I learned about the
science of food and what I need to do
to be successful in taking control of
my food habits.
I took this course in the hope to gain a little more control of my eating habits. Like many
others, I have found that diets do not work in the long term. When I am on a diet, I
obsess about what to eat and what I can’t have - that is a no-win situation. When I am
not conscience of what I am eating, I have eating remorse. Andrea’s course allowed
me to “have my cake and eat it too” – but just not all the time! Her course gave me the
insight and information to take control of my eating behavior. Andrea gives you the tools
to help you decide what is important to you so you can be successful in your food
choices.
I learned about the science of food and what I need to do to be successful in taking
control of my food habits. I am a chipaholic and I use to eat chips almost every day. I
now rarely have chips and my craving for them has almost disappeared. I learned that I
need to have carbohydrates with my meals to feel satisfied. The cheat sheets for eating
out are wonderful. The recipes Andrea provides are an added bonus. Delicious recipes
from a dietitian – how can you lose!
The structure of the course is optimal as you can access specific issues/concerns on an
ongoing basis. After taking the course and having a number of successes, I reviewed
the course again and found more “ nuggets” of information. My review of the course
reinforced that I was on my way to controlling my eating habits and it identified areas
that I could tweak to be even more healthy and happy.
Thanks, Andrea! Because of your course I am making the right choices and I have a
new relationship with food!
Jane Adler

Within a few weeks, I noticed a big difference in my energy. I wasn't crashing in
the afternoon, and the wild cravings had subsided dramatically! I feel very
fortunate to have all of this information and to have so much access to you and
your wealth of knowledge.
I joined this course to help me achieve some weight loss after some significant gains I
experienced at menopause. I also find wading through the ever changing nutrition field
overwhelming and wanted credible information from an expert. I liked the way the
course was rolled out in terms of separate modules with accompanying strategies for
success and lots of terrific and easy recipes to help get you started.

My favourite part of this course was what I
like to think of as the "science geek" parts
that helped me understand the science of
food and my weight. It was here that I had
my most pronounced moment of nutritional
enlightenment! I had always been a person
who needed to watch my weight. A big part
of this was my indoctrination into the whole
"carbs are bad" school of thought. Of course,
initially it worked, until suddenly and
prolifically it did not!
After finishing the science geek module and discussing things with Andrea, it became
apparent that I was not getting enough carbs, and my brain, needing them badly, would
stop at nothing to try to get what it needed. It made so much sense all of a sudden, that
it was my brain, not my lack of willpower that was inciting me to inhale any available
carbohydrate during that mid afternoon crash. I was hungry, hangry, and quite
exhausted by mid afternoon, and most certainly not losing any weight!! I started to eat
more carbs soon thereafter, at every meal. Within a few weeks, I noticed a big
difference in my energy. I wasn't crashing in the afternoon, and the wild cravings had
subsided dramatically!! Fantastic!! But, I had to come to the realization, that the weight
loss was going to take a bit of time. It has been a slow process, but at 54 years, I don't
expect to lose weight dramatically. Slow and steady is fine.
Having all of the information that you have provided Andrea, has truly been mind
altering! Some of the most profound mind shifts for me have been, eating carbs is good
for you, eating some of your favourite "soulful" foods is not equal to failure, and being
more mindful of what you eat should be practiced daily. I can't imagine now how I
would be feeling if I hadn't taken this course. I feel very fortunate to have all of this
information and to have so much access to you and your wealth of knowledge.
Laura Connolly

The self-exploration, fun activities, and ability to customize everything to your
own personal needs is a small reason to sign up for this awesome course.
I have been following Health Stand Nutrition for over a year and was pleased to sign up
for 'The Pursuit of Healthiness' as both a personal and professional development
opportunity. I have always enjoyed Andrea's newsletters and online information, but I
was ready to learn more. I have had great success with meal planning in the past,
however with new life developments and an increasingly busy schedule, found it difficult
to eat as I once had before. For the past year, I had found myself grabbing easier food
sources and doing less food preparation for lunches, etc.

Andreas course gave me an entirely new
outlook on a relationship with food, meal
planning and preparation, how to encompass it
into everyday life and to continue to work at
being healthier in general. Once a baseline is
developed, this information is so easy to use
and adapt for any type of dynamic and
regime. The self-exploration, fun activities, and
ability to customize everything to your own
personal needs is a small reason to sign up for
this awesome course.
Courtney K, Lethbridge

I learned not only about what to eat for a healthful life, but how to actually make it
happen on a day to day basis, despite life’s busyness.
I have been a subscriber to the Health Stand Nutrition Sound Bites email newsletter for
some time, and found the articles to be enjoyable and useful. When their Pursuit of
Healthiness Online Nutrition Course became available, I jumped at the opportunity for
more in-depth information and learning.
This course felt like something I could do for me. Because of the online format it didn’t
matter that I live in a rural community where I don’t usually have access to quality
courses, and it could be fit into any schedule.
The Pursuit of Healthiness Online Nutrition Course far exceeded my expectations.
In the video modules, Andrea presented information in an enjoyable, informal style that
made me feel as if she was sitting across the kitchen table from me. This informality
allowed Andrea’s warmth and enthusiasm to reach out and truly touch the course
participants. You can tell that she has worked with many people about healthy eating,
because she knows just what information to present and anticipates exactly what
concerns you may have and offers solutions for them.
To make the course accessible to different types of learners with varying needs, the
course content is extremely well organized.
There are:
-Warm, informative and motivational video modules.
-Written transcripts of the modules.

-“Cheat sheets” which summarize the
lesson and offer additional information. I
found these great to re-read as I was going
through the course materials.
-Worksheets for “homework” to guide you
through processing and actually using the
information.
-And bonuses! Recipes, meal planning
aids, shopping lists, and more are provided
and explained so that all this knowledge can
be used in your real life.
-There is ongoing support through a
member’s area and a private facebook
group. These provide a safe place to share
and get/give support.
I appreciated getting information from a credible and obviously experienced source.
This is gradually shutting off the noise in my head about good/bad foods and how I
should/should not be eating.
I learned not only about what to eat for a healthful life, but how to actually make it
happen on a day to day basis, despite life’s busyness.
My biggest take-away from the Pursuit of Healthiness Course is that not only is there
room in a healthy diet for “soulful foods”, eaten strictly for your love of them, but that
they can be eaten guilt-free. What a concept!
Since taking this course, I have a lot more relevant and useful nutrition knowledge. I
have the tools to implement that knowledge. I’m loving the planning resources that
simplify healthful eating. And, most importantly, I’m coming to remember that food can
be appreciated and enjoyed in a healthful way.
I highly recommend the Pursuit of Healthiness Online Nutrition Course for anyone who
would like to move toward a more healthful and soulful life. I’m excited to keep moving
forward in my Pursuit of Healthiness.
Cindy Periard

Every lesson from every Module had at
least one new point I had either never
heard of, or had refused to think about
previous to taking this course. The
course materials are invaluable - I have
established a large binder with all of the
printed resources and continue to use
the worksheets as the weeks go on.
I've been haunted virtually my whole life by constant chatter and worry about the right
diet to be on. I am now 66 and since I was 11 years old I've been on and off
diets. Some years it worked OK, but I always put the weight back on. When I saw
information on Andrea's course I registered to learn something. I just wanted to be free
of the constant chatter and worry about the right diet to be on.
Every lesson from every Module had at least one new point I had either never heard of,
or had refused to think about previous to taking this course. I enjoyed the lessons on
video as well as the question and answer webinars. The course materials are
invaluable - I have established a large binder with all of the printed resources and
continue to use the worksheets as the weeks go on. To see my improvement from the
first worksheets is quite amazing to me.
Andrea takes a gentle nudging approach - not a forced approach with rules. That is
working much better for me than previous weight loss programs with tons of rules and
regulations. There were surprising lessons on the freedom that comes from tidying your
kitchen and space and creating new systems that work for retirement travel (such as
placing our favorite family recipes and grocery lists on apps so we have them wherever
we go). Perhaps the biggest wins are that I am also now open to mindset changes so
that I can trust myself to allow re-wiring of my brain to develop a healthier relationship
with food. I now understand portion sizes and what I really need to eat in a day - both
healthfully and soulfully. I need soulful foods chosen purely for fun and enjoyment! I
now realize that - with no guilt! Also the intuitive eating and food rule bending approach
is coming along. I find myself more often than not, checking in with myself to see if I am
"stomach hungry" or just wanting food to fulfill another need in my life.
If I had not joined this course, I would not be as organized as I am with my recipes,
kitchen, food storage and meal plans. I would also not have successfully tidied other
parts of my home. Had I not taken this course I would have been living in the cluttered
thought patterns and feelings that left me little energy or will to navigate the life- and
food-related changes I have worked on the last months. I am sure I would not have the
level of peace I now feel most of the time, with respect to food choices and the
enjoyment of food.
Wendy Burnside

The incredible amount of information in
each module was the approach I was
looking for and the ability to sit in my den
and participate in webinar’s and closed
Facebook sessions was simply great! I
created a binder for all the module
information, recipes and helpful
worksheets, the best tools I have been
provided in over 30 years!!!
My name is Mavis, I am proud to say I participated in the inaugural session of Pursuit of
Healthiness. I had previously met Andrea Holwegner about 18 years ago through a
referral from my doctor. At that time in my mid 40’s, my blood pressure was beginning to
rise (which we found out later was due to stress from my father’s recent passing). The
young RD provided me with a great deal of info on the management of hypertension
which I followed and my blood pressure went down.
Fast forward to 2017, older and somewhat wiser with 20 or more years after trying diet
programs from Weight Watchers, Diet Centre, Dr. Lefebre, Jenny Craig, Slim for Life,
L.A. Weight Loss and a few more, it was time to get control of my eating habits. To be
honest I met with a RD in the spring with the hopes of getting a good start…her
approach was based on intuitive eating only, I was so disappointed, this was not for me!
In the fall I decided to look for Andrea and I found her again, offering an online course
The Pursuit of Healthiness, I signed up right away, and am I glad I did! The incredible
amount of information in each module was the approach I was looking for and the ability
to sit in my den and participate in webinar’s and closed Facebook sessions was simply
great! I created a binder for all the module information, recipes and helpful worksheets,
the best tools I have been provided in over 30 years!!! Also, as a participant in a group
of like minded people was the best part, we all have our stories and journeys through
the world of food, we all realized we were not alone in the journey. Welcome to this
‘stop’ on your journey through the pursuit of healthiness!
Mavis Taylor

I have come to think of the program as a
one stop shopping excursion for
everything one needs to know about
creating a joyous relationship with food
and our bodies. In a single word, the
course has gifted me with freedom…

Hi Health Stand Team and fellow travellers on the Pursuit of Healthiness,
First off, many thanks to all for the support, experience, and strength shared so freely by
our online community group.
Like many life changes, the decision to take action on a personal challenge is so much
easier with the fellowship of like minded folk.
What a relief to discover our struggles are not always unique and moreover, sharing
them opens doors to new ideas and fresh beliefs.
I have come to think of the program as a one stop shopping excursion for everything
one needs to know about creating a joyous relationship with food and our bodies.
In a single word, the course has gifted me with freedom from the punishing rigidity of
disordered eating, old stories that never were true, and body dysmorphia that did
nothing but make me lose sight of a body that has done everything I've asked, despite
my careless dismissal of her needs.
Now when I look in mirror I find myself shifting from harsh criticism to gentle
gratitude. My 63 year-old body and I have launched on a mission of tender loving care
that includes delicious nourishment and a daily offer of thanks for the children she has
borne, the miles we've run and the strength to care for those I love.
The "gift" was delivered in a well constructed, progressive series of bite-sized
packages, containing practical tools and engaging webinars for meal planning, grocery
shopping, personal evaluation and homework to translate "intellectual property" into
concrete action. Every morsel was gift wrapped in solid nutritional science, Andrea's 20
years of professional experience and a beautiful ribbon of encouragement and
compassion.
I would like to claim my Pursuit of Healthiness was relentless and well disciplined, but
my flimsy all or nothing mantra collapsed within the first week, along my with ego.
I am still laughing at the absurdity of thinking I could short cut the process and get the
course wrapped up in two short weeks. My career included many years as a food writer
so I was just looking for new quick fix tips on managing a post menopausal body that
was spreading in ways I didn't like.

Thankfully I was quickly introduced to the
concept of failing forward which was the game
changer.
It helped me slow down, ingest the science,
absorb the teaching one mouthful at a time, and
punt perfection to the curb along with a truckload
of negative self talk.
The 6 week course took me 8 weeks and I'm still
adding bits and pieces to my binder.
Funny what happens when we make room for new thinking.
I have chopped veggies in my fridge, hard boiled eggs, frozen grapes, overnight
oatmeal and the best blueberry oatmeal muffins (along with my cookie soul food) are all
ready to pack for my daily adventures where-ever they take me. My body and I look
forward to our mindful moments to refuel––this from the girl who had dashboard dining
honed to a fine art and considered a day of starvation as pure rationale for an evening
binge of, shall we say, sketchy nutrition.
Best of all, the fears of getting fat, not being enough, letting myself go, seem to be
fading into oblivion.
I trust the science. I believe in the beauty of a balanced plate. I celebrate the peace of
knowing I am intentionally giving my body what it needs to live well.
The voice of disordered eating has been silenced by joy and laughter.
Today my grandchildren and I ran through the park and found the ice cream truck.
We challenged each other to see who had the stickiest fingers when all was said and
done.
Guess who won?
With gratitude,
Lynn Haley

You have fun, sensibility, new skills and
supportive friendship all rolled into this
course. Everything about this course is for a
lifetime, how great is that!
I joined this course because I was tired of all the outside noise making food choices for
me. I wanted to get my evening binge eating under control but couldn’t figure how to do
that. Basically I wanted to take control of my day and this course offered a sensible, fact
based option with no gimmicks or special foods involved.
I struggled with evening binge eating and counting every calorie that I consumed. I
wasn’t having any fun with food, as it all became a tasteless number to me. Through
this course I learned how to build a balanced plate, which in turn simmered down the
evening binging. There is a little bit of science in the course that explains how important
it is to feed your body the foods it needs to function at it’s best.
Each module gives you information that will last you a lifetime. Yes there is homework
but this is truly necessary to set yourself up for success…. so do the homework, you
won’t regret it. There is also a closed Facebook group that offers amazing support for
any struggles, questions or comments you may have. The Facebook Live videos
support each module and are a great place to ask questions and gather tips from
Andrea as well as other members.
I began to de-clutter my mind of all the outside noise that creeps in over time. I no
longer track my calories which I did faithfully everyday for four years through an app.
Instead I trust my body and my intuitive eating skills to get me through the day. I
learned all of this and so much more through this course. As I started to be more
mindful and pay attention to my body’s cues I experienced a profound freedom. My
mind was quiet. I could eat my meals without guilt and enjoy every bite…even a cookie
or two!
This course gave me permission to enjoy all foods again. I am having fun in the kitchen
planning meals and trying new recipes thanks to the system building skills taught in the
course.
I would like to thank Andrea for putting together this sustainable lifestyle course and
always being there for us!
Sharon Cameron

I really liked the flexible approach to eating
healthy, the online support, webinars, the
unlimited access to the materials and so
much more. I learned not only about the
science of a healthy lifestyle but how to go
about making those changes.
After becoming empty nesters it seemed like our eating habits had become unhealthy or
maybe even more unhealthy. We knew we needed to change but being a very analytical
person I also wanted to make sure we were making the right changes. We wanted to be
sure the changes we made were based on the latest nutrition and health science
available in order to get the most benefit.
I signed up for Andrea Holwegner’s in Pursuit of Healthiness online Nutrition Course
and am so glad I did. I’m not sure where to start on how amazing this course was
without going on and on. First Andrea herself is an amazing and very positive person. (
had the chance to meet her after I had taken the course.)
I really liked the flexible approach to eating healthy, the online support, webinars, the
unlimited access to the materials and so much more. I learned not only about the
science of a healthy lifestyle but how to go about making those changes. If you want to
change to a healthier lifestyle and aren’t sure where to start I highly recommend starting
right here with In Pursuit of Healthiness. I give this course a 10 out of 10!!
Thanks you so much Andrea and your amazing team.
Glen Beaver

